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A NOTE 0합 ,y COMPACT SPACES 

By M. K. Singal and Asha Mathur 

A space is said to be countably compact if every open cover admits of a 
finite subcover. A space X is said to be nearly compact [3J if every open cover 

admits of a finite subfamily, the interiors of closures of whose members cover 
X. A space X is said to be lightly compact [2J if every countable open cover 

of X admits of a finite subfamily, the closures of whose members cover the 

space X. These three definitions immediately suggest a fourth property, na 

mely, every countable open cover admits of a finite subfamily, the interiors 

of the cIosures of whose members cover the space. Present paper is a study of 
this property, which has been designated as mildly compact. Obviously, 
countably compact spaces are mildly compact and mildly compact spaces happen 

to be lightly compact. AIso every nearly compact space is a mildly compact 
space. It is not difficult to construct an example of a mildly compact space 

which is not nearly compact. The following examples will show that the other 

two implications are not reversible. 

EXAMPLE 1. A lightly compact space is not necessarily mildly compact. Let 

X= {a, b, ci ’ 
aij, bij : i, j = 1, 2, "'}. Let each point aij and bij be isolated. Let 

{μk(a) : k=l , 2, ... }, {μk(b) : k= 1, 2, …} and {μk(Ct) : k=1, 2, ---} be the fun

damental system of neighbourhoods at a, b and c/s respectively, where 앙(a) 
k/7"'" ,..,,. _ ........ ."."1 .., k 

= {a, % : t르k， V j }, z((b) = {b, bij : i는k， V} and μ (c i ) = {ci' c셔， bij : j르k}. Let 

‘r be the topology generated by this neighbourhood system. The space (X, ‘5T) 
is a space with the required properties. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let Y = {a, ci ' a，서 : i , j = 1, 2, …}. Then YζX. The space 

(Y, ‘5T y) is a mildly compact space which is not lightly compact, where ‘7 

is the topology for X as constructed in Example 1 and Y y is the subspace 

topology for Y. 

DEFINITIONS. The topology generated by the family {lnt CI G : Gε5T} is. 
said to be the semi-γegμla서zaμiOIl topology of ‘5T. This topology will be denoted 
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lby .r* throughout this note. A space (X , Y) is semi-regular if Y =Y*. A 

:subset P of a space (X, Y) is said to be δ-opeη if P is ‘ r*-open. A subset 
F of X is said to be δ-cl osed if its complement. is δ-open. 

THEOREM 1. For a space (X, ‘;7'), the lolloωng are equivalent: 

(a) (X, ‘;7') is mz"ldly compact. 

(b) Every cozmtable δ-open cover (that is, a cover consistiηg 01 δ-open sets) 

admits 01 a liηite sublamz"ly, the z'nteriors 01 the closures 01 zνhose ’nembeγs Gover 

the space. 

(c) Every countable regular open cover (that is, a cover consistiηg 01 regκlarly 

.open sets, that is, sets G such that G=Int CI G) admits 01 a linite subcoveγ. 

(d) Every countable lamz"ly 01 regμlarly closed sets having tlze linite inteγsect

i01Z property lzas non-empty z'ntersection. 

(e) Every countable laηzily ‘중 01 δ-closed sets having tlze property that lor 

σny linite sublamz"ly {Fi : i= 1, 2, …, n} 01 •종， n {CI Int Fi : i=l , 2, ... } ~ø， 

.llas 1Zon-empty inteγsec tz'on. 

PROOF. (a) >(b). Obvious, since every δ-open set is open. 

(b) >(c). It can be easily proved, since every regularIy open set is δ-open. 

(c) >(d). FoIIows immediately in view of the fact that a set is regularIy 

.open if and only if its complement is regularIy cIosed. 

(d) >(e). The family fCI Int F : Fε잦} is a countable family of regularIy 

‘ cIosed sets having the finite intersection prope:ty and hence n {CI Int F : Fε‘~} 

~ø. Since for a cIosed set F , CI Int FζF， this implies n {F : Fε중}~rþ. Hence 
-the result. 

(e) >(a). Obvious. 

COROLLARY 1. A space (X, Y) is mildly compact zf and only zf (X, Y*) 

'is mildly compact. 

DEFINITION. A space X is said to be δ-compact if every countable δ-open 

.cOver admits of a finite subcover. 

THEOREM 2. A space (X, Y) is δ-compact zf and only zf (X, Y*) is 

~countabl y coηzpact. 

PROOF.Obvious. 

COROLLARY 2. For a spaceX, the lollowing are equivalent: 

(a) X is δ-compact. 
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(b) Every countable fam z'ly of δ-closed sets haνing the J당inzïe z'ntersectio12 

þroperty lzαs non -enzpty z'1ztersectz'on. 

(c) Every seqzeelZce of δ-closed sets which hasthe finz'te intersectio1Z þroþerty 
hαs 1ton-enψty inteγ'sec tz'on. 

(d) Every nested sequαzce of non-empty δ-cl osed sets has non-empty intersection. 

(e) Eνery countable f z'lter base lzas non-enzpty δ-adhereκce. 

(f) Every sequence has a δ-cluster poi12t. 

CORCLLARY 3. Every senzi-regzelar sψace z·s δ-coηzpact zf and o12ly if it is 

.cozmtαbly conzpact. 

CORCLLARY 4. Every δ-compact space is 1ηildly comþact. 

REMARK. It is not known whethe1' eve1'y mildly compact space is δ-compact 

oQ1' no t. 

DEFI:t\'ITIONS. A space (X, Y) is saic1 to be an E(space [1] if every point 

is exp1'essible as a countable inte1'section úf closed neighbou1'hoods. A space 

{X, ‘;T) is said to be al most γegular [4] if fo 1' every point xεX and a 1'egu

larly open set G3x, the1'e exists an open set H s녕ch that xεHCIJζG G!- equi

γalently eve1'y pai1' of a point and a 1'egula1'ly closed set not containing the 

point can be strongly separated. 

THEOREM 3. Every mildly compact E1-sPαce is almost regular. 

PRoor. Let X be a mildly comμ:lct E1-space. Let yEX anl A be any 

regllla1'ly closed set not containing y. Sirrce X is an E1-space, öere exists a 

-conntable family of closed neighbou1'hooJs F" of y such that {y} = n {F n : n = 1, 

2, '''}. Then {X~F1Z: 12=1 , 2, …} U {X~A} is a countable family of open 

sets which cove1' X and since X is mildly ccmpact, the1'e exists a finite subfam~ 

•ily {X~F n,: i= l, 2, "', 1l} of {X~F1Z: χ= 1, 2, ... } sllcll that X = U {Int CI 

(X~F”’) : i=1, 2, …, n} Ulnt CI (X~A) ， since A is reg퍼arly closeJ, this 

impliesACU {Int CI (X~F，，): i=l , 2, "', ;z}. Let G=U {lnt Cl (;\..-~FIl): i=l , 

:2, ''', u}. Let H = n {Int F ’“ : i = 1, 2, ''', n}. Since each F /l is a neighbci l.lrho

.od of y, yε lnt F 1z fo1' all 1Z and hence yEH. Obviously, G n1l = ø and AζG. 

Thus, there exist disjoint open sets G and H such that yEH and AcG. Hence 

X is al :nost regula1'. 

CORCLLARY 5. Eνeγy mz'ldly coηlPact E Cspace is U rysolm. 
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PROOF. It foIIows easily since every almost regular Hausdorff space is Ury

sohn and every ECspace is a Hausdorff space. 

DEFINITION. A subset A of a space (X, ‘:T) is said to be α-mz'ldly coηzþact 

or ηzildly coηzþact according as (A, ‘:TA‘ ) or (A , (‘;r A)*) is m i1dly compact. 

Below some easily proven resuIts about subsets are stated. 

THEOREM 4. A dense or oþeη subset 01 a sþace is mildly comþact zf and only 

il it z's α-mz"ldly comþact. 

THEOREM 5. For regμlaγ1y cl osed subsets, α-mild compactness imþlz"es ηzz"ld 

comþactlzess. 

THEOREM 6. Every regularly closed subset 01 a ηdldly comþact sþace is α

ηzildly comþact and hence ηu"ldly comþact. 

THEOREM 7. 11 every oþelz szebset contaz"tzz"ng a dense subset A 01 a space X 

contaitzs a mz"ldly comþact set contaz'niηg A , then A is mildly compact. 
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